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Season 11, Episode 35
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The Honeymooners



Tony and Mandy pack up their troubles and head en vacances.

Mandy and Tony planned the wedding party which included Mandy planning a surprise trip to France for her and Tony. Justin was obsessed about Becca. Lee and Bombhead were in agony after yesterday's workout. Max was upset about yesterday and the whole Mandy/Tony situation. Mel and Sophie were still comparing OB and Max. Tony was nervous so he went home to see Mandy, only for Mandy to be bleaching her mustache. Justin enjoyed been a Ball Boy and was asked back next week. He also tried to impress Becca. Mandy and Tony had trouble trying to write their vows. Becca told Mandy she'd say yes if Jake asked her to marry him. Becca accidentally split nail varnish over Mandy's wedding dress. Lee and Bombhead's date went bad as the girls walked in to catch them in a comprising position and thought they were gay. Tony was still mad at Ben, he was also worried that this relationship will end up like every other. Justin bought Becca some fancy chocolates. Max and OB started giving Justin really bad advice.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
18 February 2005, 18:30
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